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Aligners manufactured by Biotech Dental Smilers. Class IIa custom-made medical devices for dental alignment. 
Carefully read the instructions on the leaflets. Seek advice from your practitioner. ATP38 manufacturer: Swiss Bio 
Inov - Distributed by : Biotech Dental. Class IIa medical device. CE0459. Technology for medical applications: 
analgesic, anti-inflammatory, healing. CE0459. Carefully read the instructions. Must be used by qualified and 
trained healthcare professionals. Seek advice from your practitioner.
Images are for representation purpose only. Biotech Dental Smilers – Biotech Dental Smilers – 305, Allées de 
Craponne - 13300 Salon-de-Provence - France. A French company under the french law with a capital of 125 000 
€ - Commercial register Salon-de-Provence: 801 674 375 - SIRET: 801 674 375 00010 - VAT number: FR 93 80 167 437 5. 
Do not throw in public areas. Imprimerie Valliere - 163, Avenue du Luxembourg - ZAC des Molières - 13140 Miramas. SM
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PRACTITIONER’S STAMP

Impressions

Taking impressions of your teeth.

Setting of the treatment

A detailed  treatment plan will 
be proposed (number of aligners 
required, duration and cost of the 
treatment) and before/after 1 video. 
Your aligners are custom-made.

Daily treatment

Treatment time: variable according to its 
complexity,  usually from  6 to 24 months. 
Aligners should be worn daily for 22 h/ 
per day during 2 to 3 weeks (1 week of 
wear if  ATP38®2 Miracle device is used).  You 
remove your aligners only when eating.

Retainers

Once the treatment is completed, take 
care of your smile with custom retainers.
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Le sourire chic à la française

Le sourire chic à la française

smilers_aligners @smilersaligners

+33 (0)4 13 22 82 40

info@smilers.com

Biotech Dental Smilers
305, Allées de Craponne
13300 Salon-de-Provence
FRANCE

Biotech Dental Smilers® is a family mid-sized company with 
strong values, committed to provide a French sourire chic to 

everyone. 

THE STEPS TO REGAIN YOUR 
SMILE

Regain your
power to smile
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[2]Al-Dboush, Ra’ed, Anahita Naseri Esfahani, et Tarek El-Bialy. « Impact of photobiomodulation and low-intensity 
pulsed ultrasound adjunctive interventions on orthodontic treatment duration during clear aligner therapy »: The Angle 
Orthodontist 91, n°5 (september 2021): 619 25.

[1] This video is a treatment simulation. Compliance with the instructions for using the device and compliance with the 
treatment plan created by the healthcare professional are essential in order to obtain the expected result. Additional 
phases may be required. 



Smilers® aligners correct dental malpositions  in 
order to recover a harmonious and functional 
alignment. They are removable, almost invisible 
and custom-made to f it your teeth.

They apply light mechanical forces to give you the 
smile you are dreaming of.

A smooth impression which 
prevents deposits and preserves 
the clearness day after day

Aligners inspired by f rench Haute 
Couture for your comfort:

• Produced in our high technology factory in 
Salon-de-Provence

• Precise cut to provide a scallop edge

• Hand-polished in our Smilers® workshop

Smilers® aligner compared to competition 
aligner, after one week in coffee.

HOW DO CLEAR
ALIGNERS WORK?

MANY
TREATABLE CASES

SPACING

UNDER BITE OPEN BITE

CROWDING

OVER BITE

CROSS BITE

Our factory is certif ied ISO 13485, proving the 
qualitative production of our clear aligners

In some cases, your practitioner may need to:

Glue small resin dots called attachments to ease 
some movements.

Perform a stripping*:  f ile a few tenths of a 
millimeter of enamel to allow some movements. 
This practice is painless. 

* interproximal reduction

MADE
IN FRANCE
QUALITY

ECO-
RESPONSABILITY

DENTAL EXPERTISE 
AT THE CENTER 
OF THE TREATMENT

Because teeth do not grow back, it is essential to align 
them with the expertise of a healthcare professional, 
who will make sure that the treatment is done properly 
for optimal results.

Our aligners are bisphenol-f ree, 
their packaging is recyclable and our 
brochures are printed with vegetable-
based ink. 


